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More information and news 

can be obtained from these websites.  
We suggest you have a browse. 
 
UCU National Website:  
http://www.ucu.org.uk 
AgeUK:   http://www.ageuk.org.uk/ 
68 is too late:   www.68istoolate.org.uk 
National Pensioners Convention (NPC):   
http://npcuk.org  
East Midlands NPC:  
http://leicesternpcgroup.btck.co.uk/ 
 

Your branch has its own website at 
http://www.ucu-em-rmb.org.uk 
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A UCU National Pensions Officer. 
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1.  USS Dispute: Successful Ballot for 
Action 

Congratulations to our working colleagues in USS 
institutions, who have won an historically 
important ballot to take action to defend their USS 
pensions, in the face of an intransigent stance by 
Universities UK and some, but not all, local 
University managements. The results provide a 
very strong mandate for UCU to continue the fight 
for a decent, guaranteed pension. The turnout 
across all institutions averaged more than 58% (a 
record), with 88% voting for strike action and 93% 
for action short of a strike.  

It is important to remember that using USS’s own 

“best estimate” projections the scheme is in surplus 

– the “deficit” is only a result of following their 

worst-case scenario modelling.  And if Universities 

did need to pay more it is worth noting that the 

sector surplus has risen from £158m in 2005/6 to 

in excess of £1.85bn in 2014/15. 

Locally, our colleagues at Loughborough University 

have developed a very positive shared 

understanding with their Vice-Chancellor, as have 

colleagues at some other Universities elsewhere in 

the country. Hopefully, when presented with the 

strength of feeling of their staff, more will follow 

suit. The Loughborough example has already 

helped to put pressure on elsewhere. 

This result has been achieved in the face of the 
recent legislation (Trade Union Act 2016), which 
requires a 50% turn out for a ballot result to be 
acted upon. The majority of institutions achieved 
this. UCU’s Get the Vote Out campaign proved to be 
a great success. Only seven branches out of the 68 
balloted failed to achieve the required 50% turnout 
figure. Even in these branches members voted 
overwhelmingly for action.   

In our region, we achieved two out of the highest 
turnouts, the fourth and sixth highest in the UK, or 
the second and fourth highest outside of Scotland, 
if you prefer! Loughborough’s was 70% and 
Leicester’s 69.4%. Nottingham also easily passed 
the threshold, with 57.9%. These results 
demonstrate that with good grassroots 
organisation, supported by the union centrally, 
trades unions can still mobilise when the issue is 
sufficiently important to members.  

In the event that there is no satisfactory outcome to 

the talks on January 23rd, the Higher Education 

Committee has agreed to the following: 

• From on or around 22nd February, 14 days 

of escalating strikes to begin in 61 

universities, all those who achieved a 

turnout greater than 50% 

• Strikes to start with two days a week, rising 

incrementally to five days a week over an 

initial four week period 

• Members to be asked to work to contract, 

refuse to cover classes or reschedule those 

lost to strike action 

• The seven branches who voted in favour of 

action but did not achieve the required 

50% turnout will be re-balloted as soon as 

possible so they can join the action 

A confirmed timetable will be published as soon as 

possible. The HEC will meet to review progress on 

2nd March. We will provide a further update at our 

branch meeting on 28th February, where we will 

also discuss what Retired Members can do to assist 

in conducting this dispute. 

STOP PRESS: Just as this article was being finalised 

on 23rd January, we heard that the joint negotiating 

committee on USS had concluded and the chair 

ruled in favour of UUK’s proposal. While UCU again 

expressed a willingness to negotiate, the employers 

simply refused to move at all from their original 

position of 100% defined contribution. Look out for 

further news. 

Rob Kirkwood. 

 
2.  Alan Tuckman on the Trade Union 
Bill. 
 

What follows are notes of Alan’s talk to our last 
Branch Meeting in Loughborough. 
 

The new Trade Union Bill continues the process of 
‘salami slicing’ of TU rights –the Conservative 
government may call it modernizing but it’s 
actually rolling back to 1906. 
 

The Act came into force on 1st March 2017.  Its 
flagship element is the ballot threshold which 
requires unions to achieve a 50% turnout in a 
ballot.  In the ‘essential public services’ there is a 
requirement that a minimum of 40% of the affected 
members must vote for action.  On top of this, the 
definition of ‘essential public services’ has been 
extended to anyone who might cause 
inconvenience by striking which - includes 
teachers, public transport staff etc. and this is 
beginning to have an effect on long-running 
disputes, e.g. on the railways. 

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/publications/finances-2014-15/introduction


 

There appears to be a desire to bankrupt the 
unions, e.g. an insistence upon postal ballots 
(costing the union up to £1.50 per person) but the 
government has established a review of the e-ballot 
– it could still find against it of course but now they 
have such a small majority, there is hope. 
 

The notice given to employers of action has been 
extended from 7 to 14 days.  The ‘cooling off’ 
period in the past was supposed to be for 
negotiation but now it is simply seen as time for 
the employer to prepare for the dispute. 
 

In the manifesto there was a promise to change the 
rules about supplying labour in a strike by agencies 
and employment businesses (currently they are not 
allowed to do this) but this hasn’t been 
implemented yet. 
 

The code of practice for picketing has been re-
written with a requirement for picket supervisors 
and the wearing of armbands but Alan said that 
most pickets are already doing this.  An idea was 
floated of unions having to inform the police about 
pickets (location, numbers etc.) but in their 
evidence to the Parliamentary committee on the 
Bill the police themselves said that this was 
pointless as they don’t have enough staff to go to all 
picket lines anyway. 
 

Opting in to the political fund now only applies to 
new members.  The bill was going to abolish check-
off but the PCS won a case overruling this so it isn’t 
in the Act.  Similarly, the Taxpayers Alliance 
wanted a requirement to publish details of facilities 
time but it will be a few years before we can see the 
impact of this measure. 
 
The Certification Officer, with whom all trade 
unions have to register, was always an independent 
person.  The incumbent during the passing of the 
Bill has now retired and his final report was very 
critical of the way in which the new Act sought to 
change the role and extend the powers of this office 
to something more like a policing role.  They have 
not yet found a permanent replacement and this 
extension of powers hasn’t so far happened yet. 
 

Impact 
 

It’s early days to see the full impact of this Act but it 
already seems to have had the effect of increasing 
the confidence of the employers.  For example, 
disputes which had apparently been settled, such 
as the teaching assistants in Derby and the postal 
workers, have now opened up again.  In the case of 
the Royal Mail, the employers are seeking to water 
down pension entitlement and make changes to 
working patterns.  There was a huge turnout in the 
ballot and a massive vote in favour of strike action 

but the RM managed to get a court injunction to 
stop the action for 7 weeks for ‘consultation’ – this 
is nothing to do with the TU Act and the legal 
grounds for this decision are not at all clear.  In the 
meantime, the CWU is working to rule. 
 

There are some positive signs.  There is the ‘new 
unionism’ amongst difficult-to-organise workers, 
e.g. those on zero hours contracts, the IWGB has 
been successful in organizing groups around 
specific causes such as the living wage and they are 
good at organizing certain workers, e.g. delivery 
drivers/riders.  Unite has also been active, e.g. in 
organizing at Sports Direct.  There have been 
strikes over pay and conditions at McDonalds, on 
the railways, at BA (where management brought in 
new workers on worse conditions) and Argos 
delivery drivers after they were taken over by 
Sainsbury’s had a successful ballot with a large 
turnout.  In contrast, local government workers in 
Scotland held a ballot for action over the pay cap 
which generated a 63% vote in favour of action but 
on a turnout of only 23%. 
 

There is a growing campaign within public sector 
unions against the pay cap and this seems to be 
getting noticed by the government which has 
offered some meagre concessions, e.g. for the 
police.  Some have also raised the possibility of 
illegal strike action. 
 

Alan concluded by pointing out that the ‘founding 
myth’ of Thatcherism was around left wing TU 
leaders leading their flocks astray (e.g. winter of 
discontent) and that gave the excuse for reining in 
the unions.  That no longer exists because there 
have been so few strikes in recent years.  The only 
excuse now is austerity. But now the May 
government is itself worried they will be hit by 
their own ‘winter of discontent’ around the pay cap 
and austerity. 
 

Things may be changing – young people are 
involved with IWGB and may become more 
involved in traditional trade unionism.  Another 
possible scenario is a change of government.  
Labour is committed to repealing the Act and 
bringing in an Act which would be sympathetic to 
the promotion of collective bargaining and Trade 
Unions and also to the Institute of Employment 
Rights manifesto. 
 

Helen Chester 

 
3. Whither FE 
Nottingham College is now in its second term 
following the merger of Central and NCN that arose 
from the Area Review started back in 2015.  The 
review process demanded the creation of ‘strong 



and financially resilient colleges which are 
specialised centres of expertise that are able to 
work together to produce the skilled workers that 
local businesses need’.   In other words, cut the cost 
of delivery, create mega-institutions or federations 
that can share administrative functions and steer 
the curriculum more towards employers and less 
towards what we have always known to be the 
functions of ‘general FE’.   
 

The job of being custodian of this new brutalist 
version of FE in Nottingham has been given to a 
wealthy former business executive and chief 
executive of Stoke City Council John van der 
Laarschott.  No surprise perhaps that he has no 
experience of managing any educational 
establishment, yet he has been allowed the luxury 
of claiming that he is going to revolutionise FE in 
the city.  This vision is frankly chilling.  His early 
encounters with staff on appointment were 
abrasive to say the least.  We were either with him 
or against him, and those against might as well just 
move on.   Writing in the local Evening Post 
Laarschott claimed (because of course he is now a 
learned expert in these matters) that the youth of 
today are ‘too mollycoddled’.   They need ‘tough 
love’ to get them out there in the job market.   FE, it 
seems, has been tickling too many tummies for too 
long.  This revolution, according to Laarschott, will 
see colleges as mere agents of employers – there to 
provide bespoke training at their behest.  Even to 
the point where the old model of delivering courses 
will no longer apply.  Rather, employers will write 
the courses.  Employers will tell colleges what they 
want. 
Laarschott may be several steps away from 
achieving this fanciful vision in full, but the early 
signs are not encouraging.  The college indeed has 
plans, which UCU managed to get sight of in late 
2016 after several requests were turned down.  
These were to be found in the ironically named 
‘Excellence in Education’ which was actually a 
begging letter to the mysterious Transaction Fund 
for some monies to help the college through the 
merger.  Contained within were the bare bones of 
the financial plan.  It’s no surprise the board tried 
to keep them under wraps.  
To name a few:  A reduction from 450 to 360 hours 
for FT courses.  A 50% cut in support for learners.  
10% of learning to be delivered by virtual learning 
(including 50% of tutorial time.)   Average class 
sizes increased from 15 to 18.  Huge savings on 
administration, contracting out wherever possible.  
Staffing reductions were planned up to 2020, 
totalling around 13% and based on assumptions 
that terms and conditions would be worsened.  Of 
course, somehow (not specified) all this would 
improve quality and responsiveness, and there 
would be no impact on equality.  Magic.  In fact 

most of the document charted the economic 
landscape of the region and made various 
assumptions and unsubstantiated predictions 
about how it would tap into this and had absolutely 
nothing to say about education itself.   
 

If the style has been questionable and deeply 
worrying, the economic framework is even more 
so.  When the Nottingham Area Review was 
announced both of the Nottingham colleges were 
posting incomes in the region of £60m.  However, 
the new Nottingham College is basing its plans on 
an income of £80m.  This means that there has 
been a one-third cut in FE resourcing, which 
reflects the emerging national situation.  Apparent 
new money in the sector has actually come from 
the apprenticeship levy and student loans, not with 
expanding or improving provision, or paying staff 
for that matter.  Funding for adults is nigh-on gone, 
resulting in over 1m fewer adult participants in the 
sector nationally.  We can easily envisage that more 
monies will disappear from ‘traditional FE’ 
altogether as training is diverted more towards 
private training providers and as colleges 
themselves are forced increasingly into seeking 
private sector money though sponsorship and the 
like.    
 

Reports from the UCU branch suggest the early 
signs are not encouraging.   The college is trading 
under the by-line ‘Exciting’.  Seat-of-pants exciting, 
it seems.  UCU members report that IT systems 
have been totally inadequate.  Staff are finding it 
hard to communicate with each other, never mind 
develop the much vaunted ‘virtual learning 
environment.  The 360 hour limit has been 
introduced, though A level provision survives for 
now.  In some areas class sizes have been allowed 
to reach 40 before splitting.   The Area Review 
seeks an average of 16 across the board.  There 
have been reports of students sitting on desks 
because rooms are not large enough.  Additional 
learning support for students has been halved and 
some support contracts have been reduced to term 
time only.  UCU have been challenging this 
reduction on as the implications for student 
inclusion and achievement, never mind health and 
safety, become apparent.   
 

Since the start of this academic year a large-scale 
management cull and re-structuring have so far 
reportedly produced chaos in which there is 
confusion about job roles and responsibilities. Not 
surprising, given the 130 redundancies since early 
summer.  UCU reps report workloads that are at 
unsustainable levels as cuts and system failures 
mean lecturers are increasingly having to jobs 
previously done by others.  In areas such as IT and 
HR the college has chosen instead to use expensive 
consultants.  In the face of all this UCU has worked 



extremely hard to secure a whole raft of 
agreements and procedures which largely maintain 
the status quo before merger but the effects of the 
cuts outlined above in themselves will increase 
workloads of already severely overworked staff by 
around 20%.  There has again been no pay offer 
and no prospect of one and the UCU branch is now 
bracing itself for the inevitable review of contracts 
and further rounds of redundancies.  At the 
moment the college is going through the motions of 
normal industrial relations, although the Regional 
Official is concerned that the college is seeking 
changes to the recognition agreement and trying to 
freeze UCU out of representing management 
grades.  Next up though will almost certainly be an 
attack on contractual terms and that’s when the 
gloves will really come off. 

Although Nottingham has been the model it is 
worth noting that the progress of other reviews up 
and down the country has not necessarily 
produced the outcomes that government might 
have been hoped for.  Most colleges (including sixth 
forms) have been resistant to merger once 
logistical issues such as geographical distance and 
student access have been considered.    Many 
though have agreed to some form of federation or 
formal collaboration in order to save cash and 
some sixth forms have agreed to look at 
academisation.   What has happened though is 
acceleration in the shift towards a more austere, 
ascetic and far less inclusive post-16 sector.  It 
looks, on the face of it, a rather messy set of 
outcomes that leaves open the potential for even 
more pain in the sector and the likelihood of forced 
mergers to come as some colleges go to the wall. 

Paul Wilkinson and Margaret Davies

4. Equality Groups Conference – 

November 2017 

Awoman’s place is in the resistance! 

The UCU annual Equalities Conference was held in 
Birmingham. We attended, representing East 
Midlands Retired Members Branch. 

Women members’ session – Day One, Thursday 

Sue Abbott (chair) welcomed delegates, 
emphasising some key items, including the gender 
pay gap, casualisation, pensions, racism, sexual 
harassment and abortion rights. Conference went 
on to discuss union strategy and policy for these 
important issues. 
Joanna De Groot, current UCU President addressed 
conference, congratulating women’s groups for 
highlighting the gender pay gap in particular.    

 
We then heard three key note speakers, who spoke 
from personal experience on the front line of the 
battle for equality this year. 

Firstly, Shen Serefe, “feminist and trade unionist” 
and McDonald’s worker from Crayford – who has 
played a pivotal role in the recent McDonald’s 
strike (which has since been concluded with 
significant gains for the striking workers) spoke 
passionately on the problems that McDonalds 
workers face on a daily basis.  Shen highlighted 
cases of bullying and sexual harassment by staff 
and customers, which were at best ignored and at 
worst exacerbated by management. These 
experiences, alongside job insecurity and low pay 
led to McDonalds workers joining the Bakers, Food 
and Allied Workers Union (BFAWU) and taking 
their historic strike action from September.  

We held an impromptu collection, raising £207, for 
one worker who had been victimised by 
management putting her on impossible shifts and 
who ended up being unable to pay her rent. Shen 
recounted how she had joined the union and got 
involved in organising the strike, standing on 
picket lines and speaking at rallies as far away as 
Dublin. Shen mentioned how for herself and many 
other women involved in the dispute, being on 
picket lines had transformed their lives and 
perspective. We found her speech very inspiring 
and were reminded of the women’s involvement in 
the Miners’ strike and anti-pit closure movement. 

The next speaker was due to be Ellen Clifford, an 
activist with Disabled People Against Cuts (DPAC). 
She was unable to attend, but a statement from her 
was read out by conference Vice-Chair Christina 
Paine. In her statement Ellen reminded conference 
of the Conservative government’s continued attack 
on disabled people. She spoke of the need to fight 
collectively against the austerity cuts that have led 
to the deaths of so many and the Tories’ intentions 
to dismantle the welfare state. DPAC was formed 
on a “…vision of fairness and equality for all” and is 
campaigning against these heartless policies.  



Our final speaker was young anti-racist activist 
Saffiyah Khan, who was memorably featured in the 
media last year for standing up to the EDL at a rally 
in Birmingham. Saffiyah gave an engaging account 
of her experiences and the media fallout and her 
role in the continuing campaign against racism and 
xenophobia. 

Conference then had a lively and informative 
discussion around three motions. Motion 1 was on 

trans-inclusivity, Motion 2 on maternity pay for 
women on casualised contracts, Motion 3 on 
intersectionality; through debate, conference 
recognised the need to ensure, as the motion puts 
it: “…that all dimensions of difference are routinely 
included in the lives of women working in post-
compulsory education.” The motions were all 
carried, Motion 3 with some amendments for 
clarification. 

Finally, conference split into two workshops (one 
for FE, another for HE). We attended the FE 
workshop – unfortunately, this was somewhat 
shorter than we had hoped for as the earlier 
debates had overrun. Discussion here focused on 
sharing workplace experiences with other 
members from around the country and how issues 
of equality can be incorporated into teaching 
practice. 

Plenary session of full conference – Day Two 

Day Two saw the full conference reconvene. Once 
again, we had a range of excellent, dynamic 
speakers. Vicky Knight, Manchester College and 
UCU President-Elect, emphasised that we are living 
through trying times for equality. She spoke on the 
rise of discriminatory behaviour and attitudes and 
the need for UCU to show zero tolerance to sexual 
harassment, consistently holding our employers to 
account.  The recent scandals highlighted in the 
entertainment industry were at the forefront of our 

minds as we discussed this as a wider issue in 
society.  

Professor Kalwant Bhopal from Birmingham 
University spoke authoritatively about inequalities 
in our education system.  Her extensive research 
clearly shows the effects of how advantage goes to 
those who are already advantaged, despite an 
increase in widening participation. Kalwant 
focused on the need for greater visibility in 
institutions, showing value for diversity and 
training against bias.  She talked about the myth of 
a ‘post-racial’ society as racism remains at every 
level of society. Kalwant went on to argue that 
there remains a need for more BME lecturers in 
Post-Compulsory education and also that class still 
plays a large part in disadvantage.  

The final speaker was Wanda Wyporska, Executive 
Director at the Equality Trust. Wanda introduced 
us to the Equality Trust’s ‘Wealth Tracker’, which 
helps us to contrast the massive salaries of CEOs 
compared to the average worker. This strongly 
resonated with our FE and HE audience, as we have 
seen principals’ and vice chancellors’ pay rocket 
while an average lecturer’s salary has stagnated 
with little or no annual pay rise for years. 

Wanda stressed that this inequality is not only a 
threat, and bad for health and social problems, but 
also bad for the economy.  She concluded her 
speech with a fitting call for trade unions to be 
more than an insurance policy, but more of a 
pathway for working class people to prevent 
discrimination and win real power. "Your fight is 
our fight" as Wanda put it. 

Again we broke into workshops.  In our FE 
section, there was collective concern at the 
growing casualisation, threats of zero hours 
contracts and continued downward pressure on 
lecturers’ pay, widening the already sizable gap 
with unaccountable principals’ salaries.  There 
was also a recognition of how Brexit – whatever 
our individual stance on it – has been woefully 
mismanaged by the government and how the 
fallout from this will have an effect on our 
members and students. 



We really enjoyed the challenging and 
stimulating discussion and debate raised by this 
conference and the opportunity to meet 
colleagues from across the profession. We felt 
that we could have had more time for the 
workshops so that we could more thoroughly 
discuss strategies for practical implementation of 
the ideas put forward by the speakers and 
delegates.  

Judy Wills and Rowena Dawson

 
5. Strong support for the NHS 
 

On the 22nd November, Guest speaker Annette 
Mansell-Green, Leader of the British Dietetic 
Association Trade Union and member of the TUC 
General Council, spoke to the Midlands TUC 
Pensioners Network meeting about “OUR NHS”. 
In an informative talk, she pointed out that there 
are many sections that make up the NHS explaining 
that all include important professionals and 
support staff such as Dietitians, Physios and many 
others who all deserve a pay rise.  She emphasised 
how the NHS needs our help and support to 
continue to campaign against Tory plans for more 
privatisation saying that people are now actually 
dying because of this. 
 

PFI (Public Finance Initiative) involvement with 
the NHS was highly criticised, including many 
buildings which may look impressive but are 
actually unfit for service or purpose. For example, 
the Outpatients/treatment Centre at Queens 
Medical Centre Nottingham and Derby Royal 
Hospital: a system she described as parasitical, and 
needing to be exposed. She also pointed out that 
next year will be the 70th anniversary of the NHS 
but is likely to be its worst year!  
 

Comments from the lively discussion which 
followed, included: further emphasis on the 
government’s apparent determination to “get rid of 
the NHS”, the paradox of many older voters 
apparently voting Tory, the need to acknowledge 
the experience and knowledge of older people, that 
Trade Unions are too slow to organise and need to 
use the TUC more to work together to have more 
“doing conversations” to get things done. One 
member asked if the answer would be a Labour 
government? More than signing petitions is 
needed, there must be sustainability of protests 
and anger needs to be harnessed to get appropriate 
legislation. 
 

In conclusion Annette reiterated points about the 
Trade Unions needing to co-ordinate joint action 
and the need to be wary of journalists reporting the 
easiest aspects of events and issues. 

Altogether a very powerful talk about very serious 
issues facing us all as we get older and use the NHS 
more and more.  
 

Rowena Dawson 

6.  Defending our Pensions 

Defined Benefit (DB) pension schemes in the 
private sector have become an endangered species. 
Many DB schemes have been halted and their 
members transferred to inferior Defined 
Contribution (DC) schemes. In DB schemes the 
risks are shared between employers and members. 
DC schemes put all the risk upon the employee. If 
the pension fund is at a low ebb then so are the 
pension benefits received.  

Now the attack on DB schemes is centred on Public 
Sector schemes with the Royal Mail and USS 
pensions in the firing line. The strengths of DB 
schemes are obvious. Members of DB schemes 
know what pension they will get. Each year that 
they work and contribute to a scheme they build up 
the right to a specified amount of pension in 
retirement. Employer and employee contributions 
are set at a level that aims to fund this pension 
promise, based on assumptions of how well 
scheme investments perform, inflation levels and 
how long scheme members live. If these sums are 
wrong, the scheme still honours the pensions 
promise as the employer must underwrite this risk. 
The financial weaknesses of funded DB schemes 
have been much exaggerated. If the Bank of 
England were to raise interest rates by 0.5%, the 
total pension deficits would go down  to about 
£12bn. The latest longevity forecasts from 
Continuous Mortality Investigation cut projected 
lifespans for people aged 65 versus the 2013 
figures. Use of the later figures would almost cause 
fund deficits to disappear. 
The Coalition Government had launched an attack 
on public sector DB in 2011. The response of the 
unions affected was exemplary and on November 
30th 2011 a massive strike took place to oppose the 
plans to worsen the DB pensions. After this the 
unions went their individual ways since the 
different character of the various schemes, it was 
felt, meant that only the separate unions fully 
grasped the idiosyncrasies of their own scheme. 
This strategy did not work out well. 
The analysis of the influential Pensions Policy 
Institute was devastating. (“The implications of the 
Coalition Government’s reforms for members of the 
public service pension schemes” October 2012) 
Despite the separate negotiations undertaken by 
the unions associated with the different schemes, 
the deterioration in pension benefits was virtually 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/uk-interest-rates-latest-update-rise-mark-carney-bank-england-imf-speech-mpc-washington-dc-a7953936.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/uk-interest-rates-latest-update-rise-mark-carney-bank-england-imf-speech-mpc-washington-dc-a7953936.html


identical for each scheme.  The benefits to the 
members of the various schemes and unions had 
been cut by a virtually identical one third. Disunity 
was a weakness that the Government exploited to 
get the deals just as it wanted. 
Given that so many employees have now been 
forced onto DC schemes, it is not surprising that 
both the TUC and Labour Party have been 
concentrating on how to ameliorate the worst 
features of the DC model. This is entirely valid; but 
in the process it might seem as if defence of DB 
schemes had been put on the back burner. There 
are many flaws with the individual DC scheme 
model. It is inefficient to have so many individual 
pension pots. If the retiree takes the pension when 
stock market or bond levels are low then the 
pension will be small; so there is a “cliff edge” 
effect. Overhanging all of this is the rapacious 
capacity of the British pension industry to take 
excess profits. Comparisons with analogous DC 
schemes in western Europe show up to a 30% 
shortfall in the British schemes.  
 
The second rate alternatives to DB 
 
The current flavour of the month, to marginally 
ameliorate DC schemes, is so-called ‘collective’ 
defined contribution (CDC) schemes. Speaking at a 
fringe event at Labour’s annual conference in 
Brighton, shadow pensions minister Alex 
Cunningham said the party “will look to allow 
pension funds to be established in the UK on a 
collaborative basis along the lines of the Dutch 
pension system”. “It is recognised as one of the best 
pension systems in the world,” he added. Labour 
makes two central claims about CDC: that the 
model gives members bigger pensions than 
individual defined contribution (DC) schemes; and 
that the outcome in retirement is more certain. It 
has to be stressed, and proponents of CDC tend not 
to, that the Dutch scheme offers some of its 
advantages due to its scale since it is compulsory. 
The difference between CDC and DC is that all 
assets are pooled, rather than each member having 
their own individual pot. The fund then aims to 
give members a certain level of pension from the 
fund each year, rising in line with inflation ,  but 
without actually guaranteeing it. 

If investment returns are better than expected, 
then higher increases could be provided. But if 
investment returns are worse than expected, then 
lower increases could be provided or, if things get 
really bad, benefits could be cut. Stand back and 
look at it; and it is remarkably similar to the old 
familiar with profits funds that went out of fashion.  

The DWP was noticeably more restrained in its 
consultation on “Defined Ambition” ( another name 
for CDC) despite being an advocate of CDC. It noted 
estimates of supposed outperformance are driven 
mainly by lower costs and remaining invested in 
risk-seeking assets. “Neither of these is inherent to 
CDC schemes and it is possible to achieve both low 
costs and to hold risk-seeking assets for as long as 
desired in individual DC schemes,” There are also 
many flaws with CDC. They include questions of 
fairness across the generations, whether risks are 
properly managed and whether CDC can work 
effectively against the background of the UK’s 
ageing population and shrinking workforce. CDC 
also appears to be fundamentally at odds with the 
government’s recent move to so called “pension 
freedom”, given that CDC schemes are specifically 
designed to provide a retirement income. To be 
consistent with “freedom”, members of CDC 
schemes would have to be given the option of 
taking their benefits as cash. This raises the 
question of how such a cash amount would be 
calculated – how would the collective DC pot be 
carved up? If the Labour Party and TUC wanted to 
totally unwind pension “freedom” this might 
potentially be an electoral liability given the 
unwarranted and possibly temporary popularity of 
that “freedom”. 

The bottom line about CDC is that, despite its 
advantages over simple DC, it is vastly inferior to 
the present DB schemes and transition from DB to 
CDC would undeniably punish pensioners and 
leave them worse off. The last settlement of the USS 
scheme allowed an element of DC to be put into the 
scheme for top earners whose fate was possibly 
regarded with equanimity by the far lower paid 
colleagues. Sadly this Trojan horse is now 
disgorging the enemy and some voices have been 
heard calling for the USS to become totally DC. 

The next Green Paper 
 

The UK government’s forthcoming white paper on 
defined benefit (DB) pension reform could be out 
by the end of February 2018. The paper will build 
on a  previous report released by the DWP  which 
explored ideas for scheme consolidation, changes 
to indexation, and how to make it easier for 
stressed employers to restructure their schemes. It 
is unlikely to stem the attacks on public sector DB 
schemes. One inferior variant of DB is the Wages in 
Retirement Scheme (WinRS).This is currently being 
discussed between the Royal Mail and the postal 
workers’ union (CWU). The CWU is in a difficult 
position. The Mail DB scheme was ended and new 
entrants were put on a simple DC scheme. For 
obvious reasons the CWU does not want a divided 

https://www.ipe.com/countries/uk/uk-government-sets-out-scope-for-db-reform/10017641.article


workforce so has explored the WinRS scheme to 
cover all new accruals.  
The WinRS is a hybrid of DB and CDC. There is no 
guarantee that the pension will pay out a fixed 
amount. This will depend on how well the fund has 
prospered. Indeed the fund strength will also 
determine the proportion of DB to CDC in the pay 
out. The employees will take all the risk and the 
employers none. As the CWU explained,” members 
need to accept and understand that they may 
receive less than the targeted benefits”. The CWU 
stresses that even the worst results modelled are 
better than a simple DC scheme. There is however a 
significant problem as the CWU point out: “…to 
have the scheme that we would like, the scheme 
that I’m describing to you, there has to be 
legislation introduced.” 
 

Could it be the TPS next? 
 

The threats posed to funded public sector schemes 
are clear. But non funded DB schemes could also be 
under threat. Michael Johnson, the pensions guru of 
the Conservative right has argued for a transition 
of non funded DB towards DC schemes in” Self 
sufficiency is the key” (CPS Feb 2011). There would 
be a long transition period when DB accruals 
would be halted and a DC fund would be 
accumulated. “It is, however, recognised that 
transitioning, in a single episode of reform, public 
sector workers who are currently on final salary-
based pensions to a pure DC framework is a risky 
proposition. At a time when the public sector is 
concurrently facing a pay freeze, the risk of job 
losses and rising taxes, there is a considerable risk 
that reform implementation would be disrupted by 
union action. Nonetheless, whilst the vision of a 
pure DC framework may not be immediately 
realisable, that does not render it unreasonable.”  

 
So united trade union action could defeat these 
attacks. There are alternative plans as the CWU 
revealed:” we have jointly attended a Friends of 
Collective Defined Contributions meeting at the 
TUC to promote our case for a new Defined 
Ambition Scheme and discuss required lobbying 
activities. The CDC Group (which includes 
Representatives from the TUC, First Actuarial, 

Senior Civil Servants from the DWP, business 
groups, pension stakeholders and other interested 
parties) has been campaigning for a number of 
years for the same regulations to be introduced 
that we require for our proposed Royal Mail Group 
Scheme.” 
 

A possible alternative to this approach is for the 
UCU to approach the TUC formally to set up an 
alliance of public sector unions to vigorously 
defend DB schemes. 

Julian Atkinson

7.  Sexual violence and harassment: a 
UCU statement 

Colleagues will have been all too aware, via the 
media, of the recent rise in the prominence of the 
continuing problem of sexual harassment in the 
workplace. As someone who was involved, a 
quarter of century or so ago, in the setting of 
policies and procedures in my own institution, this 
is a matter of concern, mixed with great 
disappointment that progress has been so slow. It 
demonstrates that policies and procedures, 
however good, however well-intentioned, can only 
do so much. We need to work towards really 
changing attitudes and fundamentally altering 
power relationships. You may also have wondered 
what your national union is doing. Among the 
many communications from national UCU, you may 
have missed a reference to what follows below. It is 
a statement from the NEC on sexual violence and 
harassment, which also includes the request that it 
be circulated to all members, which we are hereby 
doing. 

The national executive committee agreed this 
statement on sexual violence and harassment and 
are asking branches to adopt the statement locally 
and seek implementation of the union's model 
policy with their employer. 

1.1  Sexual harassment and abuse is receiving 
ongoing media coverage, highlighting its harmful 
consequences, especially where combined with 
power inequalities. Sexual misconduct within 
universities and colleges is also now receiving 
renewed attention. Sexual harassment and abuse 
is overwhelmingly, although not exclusively, 
experienced by women and contributes to other 
workplace inequalities faced by female members 
and students. 

1.2  We stand in solidarity with all of those 
opposing sexual violence and harassment. We 
recognise that sexual harassment and violence are 

“A freedom of information request has 
disclosed that there have been 4,557 
complaints received by the DWP relating 
to pension inequality for women 
associated with the jump in State Pension 
Age. The response of the DWP has been 
characteristically electric: six (yes, SIX , no 
typo) complaints have been concluded.” 

 



endemic in society, and that our movement and 
the sectors we organise in are unfortunately not 
exempt. The transformative power of education 
gives us a particular responsibility to confront and 
challenge violence and harassment within our 
union and across our colleges and universities. 

1.3  UCU members are affected by sexual 
harassment and sexual abuse, some as a direct 
experience. Other members risk victimisation from 
those with power in their workplace when 
supporting students or colleagues who speak out 
about the harassment or violence they have 
experienced. 

1.4  We recognise the enormous challenges faced 
by those who experience violence and harassment, 
and the pressures they face, from perpetrators and 
others in power, not to complain about violence, 
abuse and harassment. We are committed to 
ensuring there is a safe, fair and transparent 
system to address their experiences. 

1.5  We believe that all women who complain of 
male violence have the right to be listened to and 
supported. 

1.6  We recognise that there may be a legacy of 
abuse that continues beyond the conclusion of 
formal processes and that UCU support should 
reflect this including providing support for victims 
and supporters who face retaliation. 

1.7  All members have a responsibility to work to 
ensure that our union is a safe space.  

1.8  We as a national executive committee affirm: 

• prioritising local implementation of the 
sexual harassment model policy in all 
branches 

• encouraging reps to attend sexual 
harassment training 

• working with NUS, 1752 and Universities 
UK to agree procedures that are timely, 
appropriate, fair and supportive for staff 
and students involved in sexual 
harassment cases 

• fully supporting and involving ourselves 
locally in the '16 Days against gender 
based violence' which starts on November 
25th 2017 (www.ucu.org.uk/16days) 

• circulating this statement and materials to 
all branches and members. We encourage 
branches to discuss this statement, endorse 

it and develop joint campaigns with their 
local students union. 

1.9  Anyone who is affected by this please contact 
your branch, regional office or national office as 
you see appropriate. You will be listened to 
seriously. 

Rob Kirkwood 

8. UCU Retired Members Branch AGM 
Wednesday 15th November 2017 

We attended the Retired Members Branches AGM, 
which took place at the UCU national HQ in Carlow 
Street in London. The meeting was reasonably well 
attended, with most branches being represented, 
though sadly not all, including the Southern and 
South East branches. At the beginning of the 
meeting, we were introduced to Linda Newman, 
who is now the senior national official with 
responsibility for RMBs. Linda is her herself a 
retired member, having worked in the HE sector 
before moving over to work for UCU. She was also 
national President of AUT. We are in good and 
understanding hands. We then elected a new RMB 
Chair because Ken Childerhouse, the previous 
incumbent had stepped down at Congress. Alastair 
Hunter, of the Scottish RMB, was elected 
unopposed. Alastair has a long record of service at 
Glasgow University, Scotland and UK level, in 
particular having been President of AUT Scotland 
from 2004-2007 and then UCU Vice-President 
Higher Education 2007-2009 and UCU President 
2009-2010.  
 

We received reports from branches and from our 
representatives on the important work of the NPC, 
the TUC Pensioners’ Committee and the Public 
Service Pensioners’ Council. One notable point was 
how well, relatively speaking, we have done in 
setting up our e-mail communications network. 
During branch reports and in the debates on 
motions which followed, it became clear that there 
is still work to be done in setting up a sustainable 
support structure for RMBs and getting the balance 
right between branch self-sufficiency and being 
supported centrally. Our opinion is that, if RMBs 
are to have the impact that they might, in practice 
we need to be able to do as much as we are able 
ourselves. However, it might be helpful for the 
union nationally to produce some simple guides, 
particularly in matters of governance but also in 
the use of IT facilities. The more widespread the 
branch, the greater the difficulties are in being 
genuinely inclusive. 

http://www.ucu.org.uk/16days


As might be anticipated, the core of the meeting 
comprised discussion of the 12 motions that had 
been submitted to the AGM. These covered a 
variety of topics of interest and concern to retired 
members, including the railway system, the rise in 
the state pension age, climate change, universal 
benefits, defence of the NHS, support for RMBs (as 
referred to above), the NPC Pensioners’ Manifesto 
and the possible extension of the 2010 Equality Act 
2010 to include single people as a protected group. 
Our motion, which reiterated the need for 
consultation with RMBs when our interests are 
affected, was passed. As it emphasises, we must be 
consulted when the interests of TPS and/or USS 
pensioners are threatened. A motion that is of 
particular interest to retired research active HE 
members asked for the union’s support in retired 
members gaining access to resources such as 
University libraries and e-mail services. Again this 
was fully supported but the need for it came us a 
surprise to us, as we had assumed that this was 
universal practice as many academic carry on their 
research careers for many years past retirement. 
However, it seem that not all institutions are as 
supportive as one might expect, despite it being in 
the institution’s interest, as well as that of the 
individual. 

The motion that created the most discussion was 
from the West Midlands requesting that ways 
should be investigated that would enable Retired 
Members to carry out personal casework in 
institutions other than the one in which they were 
most recently employed. This is a complex question 
to examine, never mind solve: in particular, there is 
the issue of liability and the associated need for, 
probably very expensive, indemnity insurance. This 
is in addition to the possibility that such an outside 
member might be carrying out the same activity as 
a paid UCU Case Worker and all the tensions that 
could bring about. Whilst recognising the 
desirability of increasing the range of people 
available to support working members, it was 
accepted that there are a number of very clear 
difficulties. Consequently, the final amended 
version of the motion contained the key sentence: 
“We ask the NEC to consider ways in which these 
issues might be addressed”. 

Rob Kirkwood and Bob Haskins

 
9. Age Management Matters 
 

“Age Management Matters: Meeting the 

Challenges of an Ageing Workforce” 

ACAS Event 29.9.2017 
 
Robert Deacon and I attended this event in 
Birmingham on behalf of the Midlands TUC 

Pensioners Network group. Five speakers from 
different organisations and backgrounds, spoke 
about issues such as “Meeting the Challenges of an 
Ageing Workforce”, “The Ageing Workforce”, and 
“Age Management Matters”. They presented a 
variety of statistics and raised important issues.  
Patrick Thompson, from Centre for Ageing Better, 
spoke about qualitative research on what people 
think is important for a good later life regarding 
the complex relationship between health and work. 
He commented on statistics such as “What do 
retired people miss about work”. Based on a 2015 
survey, 44% said they didn’t miss anything, 36% 
missed social interaction, and only 3% said they 
missed getting out of the house! He also looked at 
those over 50s still working who thought they were 
too young to stop, 20%, or still enjoyed the work 
they did, 15%. 
 
He found that “In the last three years there has been 
restructuring or reorganisation in the workplace 
that has substantially affected people’s work in the 
UK”.  
 
A European Working Conditions Survey in 2015 
found 33% of low skilled manual workers felt they 
would not be able to continue doing their current 
or similar job until they were 60 years old while 
only 19% of highly skilled clerical workers felt the 
same. Other issues faced by older workers were 
significant challenges in job security, possibilities 
of redundancy, less job mobility and being out of 
work long term.  
 

 
 Hugh Robertson from the TUC considered how life 
expectancy and health are changing, why people 
are working for longer, how it is unlawful to 
discriminate against workers on grounds of age, 
and debunked myths around ageing such as a belief 
that there is a decline in abilities with age. Negative 
aspects faced by employers and an ageing 
workforce, which he suggested need addressing, 



were: the menopause for older women, the fact 
that 20% of male manual workers will die before 
they reach state pension age and prevention of 
dangers at work such as exposure to carcinogens, 
noise and allergens etc 
However, a report from the European H&S Agency 
provided a positive view that “mental growth is the 
success story of ageing. For example, strategic 
thinking, sharp-wittedness, considerateness, wisdom, 
ability to deliberate, ability to rationalise, control of 
life, holistic perception and language skills improve 
with age”  
Dr Sayeed Khan, a former GP and specialist in 
Occupational Health mentioned some of the same 
issues and emphasised the challenges faced. He 
described physical developments causing some 
difficulties for older workers, mentioning hearing 
and eyesight, physical capacity and cognitive 
functions. These may lead to loss of specialist skills, 
lack of willingness to do shift work and  more days 
lost to sickness. Apparently over 50% of over 50s 
have chronic health conditions! But practical ways 
of managing some of these problems can be found. 
For example, through provision of user friendly, 
easily adjustable furniture and equipment that can, 
as he pointed out, benefit everyone. Access to 
proper occupational health support for older 
workers or allowance of time off to visit GPs and 
specialists could be helpful. 
Rob Vondy from the Health and Safety Executive 
(HSE) explained that the purpose of the HSE is to 
reduce work-related death, injury and ill health 
through advice, guidance and enforcement. He 
made important points on the issues of an ageing 
workforce, emphasising that “older workers bring 
a broad range of skills and experience to the 
workplace and often have better judgement and job 
knowledge so looking after their health and safety 
makes good business sense,” and can be “a valuable 
asset”. 
 
He reminded us that Age is a protected 
characteristic in the Equality Act and pointed out 
that “an employer should focus on a worker’s 
capability to perform a task safely rather than the 
age of a worker”. For the future, more people may 
work until a later age, and HSE are now looking at 
health problems including Stress and Lung Disease, 
not simply at safety issues. 
 
Rowena Dawson

 
10. UCU Retired Members Branch 
 

Our branch has been meeting since 2008 and now 
has over 300 members. Our aims are listed below.  

We meet three times a year, often in places of 
interest to make part of a day out.  Meetings focus 
on important issues for UCU pensioners and 
provide a chance to talk with other retired 
members. 
A termly newsletter with articles of interest to 
retired UCU members is e-mailed to all branch 
members for whom we have addresses and to UCU 
branch secretaries in the East Midlands and to 
other RMBs.  
Please let us have your personal e-mail address and 
let us know if it changes. 

RMB Roles and Functions 

• To represent the interests of retired members 
within the union. 

• To represent the interests of retired union 
members within the wider union and pensioner 
movements. 

• To provide a forum within the union for retired 
members to come together to consider and 
debate matters of mutual interest. 

• To provide a resource of collective memory, 
advice and expertise in support of the union, in 
particular to those still in active employment. 

• To provide active support, where appropriate, 
by involving the broadest section of the branch 
in support of the wider interests of the union 
and its members, including support for those 
still in active employment. 

 

For more information 
please contact Julian Atkinson  

e-mail: secretary@ucu-em-rmb.org.uk  
telephone: 01773 532105 

 

East Midlands Branch officers and committee  
Chair: Angus McLardy chair@ucu-em-rmb.org.uk 
Vice-Chair: Rowena Dawson vice-chair@ucu-em-
rmb.org.uk 
Secretary: Julian Atkinson secretary@ucu-em-
rmb.org.uk  
Assistant Secretary: Rob Kirkwood   
asst-secretary@ucu-em-rmb.org.uk 
Treasurer: Brian Hambidge   treasurer@ucu-em-
rmb.org.uk  
Equalities officer: Judy Wills 
equalities-officer@ucu-em-rmb.org.uk 
Membership: Greg Cejer   membership@ucu-em-
rmb.org.uk  
Newsletter: Bob Haskins    
newsletter@ucu-em-rmb.org.uk  
East Midlands regional UCU committee 
representatives: Brian Hambidge, Rob Kirkwood
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